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Abstract:  A low beat-noise polarized tunable fiber ring laser is reported. The laser utilized a FP-LD 
to achieve 34-nm tunable range in 1.12-nm steps and 99% degree of polarization.  The beat-noise 
was reduced dramatically by 50 dB with the FP-LD. 
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1. Introduction 

Fiber ring lasers have attracted tremendous interest because of their many important applications in fiber optic test and 
measurement [1], fiber communications [2] and fiber sensor systems [3].  This is because fiber ring lasers exhibit wide 
tunable range, narrow linewidth and could be tuned at high speed allowing fast component characterization.  However, 
intensity noise from these fiber ring structures, especially beat-noise which is generated as a result of beating effect 
between the lasing longitudinal modes, could severely limits the lasers in certain applications.  J. L. Zhang etc. 
proposed a compound-ring cavity to reduce the beat-noise [4].  Due to the short ring-length, the dual-coupler fiber ring 
(DCFR) acts as a small FSR etalon filter and combines with a tunable optical bandpass filter to select one longitudinal 
mode.  However it needs PZT to accurately control the length of the cavity.  Recently, the reduction of beat-noise 
using unpumped EDF as saturable-absorber to operate as narrow-band filter was reported by several co-workers [5-7].  
However, this filtering method resulted in a large decrease in the output optical power of the lasers. 

In this paper, we propose a novel method to suppress the beat-noise fiber ring laser using a Fabry-Perot laser 
diode (FP-LD).  The beat-noise in fiber ring lasers is primarily in the low-frequency region of about 10 MHz due to 
their long cavity length.  On the other hand, injected FP-LD has relatively fast carrier recovery rate (around hundred 
picoseconds) and exhibits gain saturation effect, it could act as a high-pass filter to suppress the low-frequency noise [8].  
Therefore the introduction of a FP-LD into the cavity can dramatically suppress the low-frequency intensity beat-noise 
of fiber ring lasers. 

2. Experimental Setup 

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the low beat-noise, polarized traveling wave tunable fiber ring laser.  The Bi-EDF 
is pumped by one 1480 nm semiconductor laser diode via port 1 of an optical circulator, which exhibits fairly flat 
pass-band in the wavelength range of 1460 nm to 1630 nm.  The length of the Bi-EDF was 51.4 cm long.  The 
refractive index of the core and cladding of the Bi-EDF are 2.03 and 2.02, while the diameter of the core and cladding 
are 3.9 µm and 124.7 µm, respectively.  The erbium concentration in the Bi-EDF is 6,500 wt-ppm and Boron and 
Lanthanum are co-doped in Bi2O3-based fiber to increase the pump efficiency.  The peak absorption of the Bi-EDF at 
1480 nm and 1530 nm are 141 and 219 dB/m, respectively.  Both ends of the Bi-EDF was first angle spliced to high 
numerical aperture fiber (Nufern 980-HP fiber) before splicing to port 2 (SMF-28 fiber) of circulator 1 and to port 3 
(SMF-28 fiber) of circulator 2, providing better mode field diameter matching.  The splicing loss attained was less 
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than 0.2 dB for the angled splices.  The angled splices reduce the reflection in the laser cavity to less than 60 dB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Configurations of the low beat-noise,               Fig. 2 Superimposed laser output spectra measured 

highly polarized, tunable fiber ring laser.    by an OSA with 0.1 nm resolution. 
 

A large free spectral range (FSR) Fiber Fabry-Perot (FFP) filter was employed to tune the laser wavelength.  The 
optical bandwidth and FSR of the FFP filter are about 50 pm (~ 6.25 GHz) and 110 nm, respectively.  Since the gain 
bandwidth of Bi-EDF is less than 110 nm [9], only one wavelength in the fiber ring laser cavity will be excited.  The 
insertion loss of the FFP filter at the peak of the pass-band is about 2.2 dB.  The out-of-band reflection from both ends 
of the FFP filter is high.  Circulator 1 (from port 3 to port 2) was also used as an optical isolator to reduce the 
reflection from the FFP filter back to the Bi-EDF as well as to ensure unidirectional operation of the ring laser.  A 
FP-LD biased above the threshold current is used in the cavity to realize the low beat-noise laser output.  A 3-dB fused 
fiber taper was included in the laser cavity to provide the laser output. 

3. Performance and Discussions 

Figure 2 shows the superimposed output spectra of the fiber ring laser obtained from the output port of the 3-dB 
coupler, and was measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with 0.1 nm resolution.  The fiber ring laser was 
pumped with 150 mW of optical power.  By varying the voltage applied to the FFP filter, the laser wavelength can be 
tuned from 1536.82 nm to 1570.50 nm in 1.12 nm steps.  The tuning range and step are decided by the bandwidth and 
mode spacing of FP-LD, respectively.  If larger bandwidth of FP-LD is available, larger tunable range could be 
achieved.  Since the laser output was taken from the output of the FFP filter which filters the out-of-band ASE, large 
extinction ratio of about 60 dB was achieved, as shown in Figure 2.  The maximum output power is about +3 dBm, 
which can be increased further by increasing the pump power.  The lasing spectrum of the laser was also measured by 
an OSA with 0.01 nm resolution. 

Since the double-channel planar-buried heterostructure of FP-LD favors the TE mode, therefore, for any injected 
signal that is spectrally aligned with the wavelength at which the TE and the TM modes of the FP-LD coincide, the TE 
component of the injected signal would be amplified with its intensity clamped and stabilized by injection locking if the 
power of the TE component is above the injection-locking threshold of the FP-LD, while the TM component, however, 
is always suppressed.  As a result, the laser output is highly polarized.  To measure the degree of polarization (DOP) 
of the laser, the laser output was connected to a polarization controller, a polarizer and then to a photodetector.  By 
varying the polarization states of the polarization controller, a maximum value of 23 dB power differences was 
observed, which means that the DOP of the laser is about 99%.  The DOP can be calculated as  

 
maxminminmaxminminmaxminmax 21)(21)()( PPPPPPPPPDOP −≈+−=+−= . (1) 

 
In Equation (1), it is assumed that Pmin << Pmax.  The RF spectra of the fibre ring laser with and without FP-LD, 

which is realized by connecting points A and B together (refers Figure 1), were shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), 
respectively.  The RF spectra were measured with a 25 GHz photodiode detector (NewFocus) that is connected to a RF 
electrical spectrum analyzer with 100 kHz resolution.  The input optical power to the photodetector is kept at about -2 
dBm.  Without the FP-LD, the output of the laser exhibits a strong intensity noise, as shown in Figure 3 (a), which is 
generated by the beating effect of the multi-longitudinal modes.  The minimum beat frequency component is 
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determined by the longitudinal mode spacing, which depends on the ring cavity length.  In this case, ~ 18 MHz beat 
frequency component was observed which indicate that the ring cavity length is about 11 m.  As shown in Figure 3 (b), 
when the FP-LD is included in the cavity, the intensity of the beat noise of the laser was suppressed dramatically from 
about -30 dBm to less than -80 dBm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 RF spectra of the laser output (a) without and (b) with FP-LD. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a low beat-noise, highly polarized, tunable fiber ring 
laser, which is realized by employing a FP-LD which acts as a high-pass filter to suppress the low-frequency beat-noise.  
The laser configuration permits wavelength tuning over 34 nm, from 1536.82 nm to 1570.50 nm in 1.12 nm steps.  
The maximum output power of the laser is about +3 dBm and exhibit a very high extinction ratio of about 60 dB.  The 
beat-noise was reduced significantly by about 50 dB. 
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